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Bloomsburg University Institutional Hazing Report
2014-2015 through 2018-2019
Name of
Organization
Sigma Iota
Omega

Kappa Sigma

Spring 2015
ACACIA

Tau Kappa
Epsilon

Alpha Sigma
Alpha

Alpha Sigma Tau

Beta Sigma Delta

Important
Dates
Incident Date = 9/30/14
Date of Charges =
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved =
Sanction Dates =
Incident Date = 10/28/14
Date of Charges =
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved =
Sanction Dates =

Alleged
Violation(s)*
Pledging Greek
Social
Organizations,
Hazing

General description of incident, charges, findings, or sanctions

Hazing

Report of hazing received by the Office of the Dean of Students; University investigation did not
yield enough findings to result in charges

Incident Date = 2/25/15
Date of Charges =
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved =
Sanction Dates =
Incident Date = 2/25/15
Date of Charges =
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved =
Sanction Dates =
Incident Date = 2/26/15
Date of Charges =
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved =
Sanction Dates =
Incident Date = 2/26/15
Date of Charges =
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved =
Sanction Dates =
Incident Date = 3/23/15
Date of Charges =
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved =
Sanction Dates =

Hazing

Call to the hazing hotline; University investigation did not yield enough findings to result in charges

Hazing

Report of hazing received by the Office of the Dean of Students; University investigation did not
yield enough findings to result in charges

Hazing

Information received by National office alleging violations of risk management policies related to
hazing; University investigation did not yield enough findings to result in charges

Hazing

Report of hazing received by the Office of the Dean of Students; University investigation did not
yield enough findings to result in charges; sent a letter regarding behavior related to hazing

Hazing

Three messages left on hazing hotline regarding the Betas, messages were not specific and only
alleged that new members were being forced to do things they would not want to do; University
investigation did not yield enough findings to result in charges

Report of hazing received by the Office of the Dean of Students; found responsible; Loss of
Recognition until 8/25/15
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Name of
Organization
Fall 2015
Alpha Sigma Tau

Spring 2016
Alpha Chi Rho

Alpha Sigma Tau

ACACIA

Fall 2016
Alpha Tau Omega

Fall 2017
Kappa Sigma

Spring 2018
Sigma Iota
Omega

Important
Dates

Alleged
Violation(s)*

General description of incident, charges, findings, or sanctions

Incident Date = 10/14/15
Date of Charges =
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved =
Sanction Dates =

Hazing

Report of hazing received by the Office of the Dean of Students; University investigation did not
yield enough findings to result in charges

Incident Date = 2/24/16
Date of Charges = 4/7/16
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved = 4/26/16
Sanction Dates =
Incident Date = 2/26/16
Date of Charges =
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved =
Sanction Dates =
Incident Date = 3/14/16
Date of Charges =
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved =
Sanction Dates =

Hazing

Organization conducted a hazing activity where a new member drank a gallon of white vinegar
and then drank a darker vinegar. As a result, the new member had severe damage to his
esophagus, had a perforated stomach and was in intensive care at Geisinger-Bloomsburg; found
responsible; Revocation of Recognition

Hazing

Report by new member of hazing including forced alcohol consumption, driving members to bars,
cleaning up sister’s vomit, being blindfolded and screamed at, and scraping wax off the floor of the
sorority house; no action taken – complainants unwilling and unavailable to pursue investigatory
process

Hazing

New member dropped out of process because of time commitment and activities in new member
process. He subsequently left the university due to harassment by members of ACACIA; no action
taken – complainants unwilling and unavailable to pursue investigatory process

Incident Date = 10/21/16
Date of Charges = 1/9/17
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved = 2/1/17
Sanction Dates =

Controlled
Substances/Drugs,
Hazing

Organization conducted a scavenger hunt during new member education which included
marijuana, Adderall, and other drugs. A new member was found with all the items in a backpack
by police; found responsible; probation level 1 until 2/1/17, 150 hours of community service,
educational workshops, create new guidelines for new member education, provide updated active
member roster

Incident Date = 10/20/17
Date of Charges =
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved =
Sanction Dates =

Hazing

New member reported to a mentor that they were being hazed by the fraternity. He reported
that they were forcing him to use drugs and alcohol; University investigation did not yield enough
findings to result in charges

Incident Date = 4/19/18
Date of Charges = 9/12/18
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved = 9/12/18

Pledging Greek
Social
Organizations

The Dean of Students Office was made aware of two illegal members who were recruited in the
Spring 2018 semester; found responsible; The Organization had been subject to sanctions levied
on 4/28/2017 when they were found responsible for furnishing alcohol to minors. Sanctions
imposed for this violation supplemented those imposed on 4/28/2017. Probation Level 2 until
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Name of
Organization

ACACIA

Kappa Sigma

Fall 2018
Tau Kappa
Epsilon

Phi Iota Chi

Sigma Iota
Omega

Kappa Sigma

Kappa Delta Rho

Important
Dates
Sanction Dates =

Alleged
Violation(s)*

Incident Date = 4/30/18
Date of Charges = 9/21/18
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved = 9/21/18
Sanction Dates =
Incident Date = 5/31/18
Date of Charges =
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved =
Sanction Dates =

Pledging Greek
Social
Organizations

Incident Date = 9/19/18
Date of Charges = 2/19/19
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved = 2/26/19
Sanction Dates =
Incident Date = 9/19/18
Date of Charges = 2/18/19
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved = 2/18/19
Sanction Dates =
Incident Date = 9/27/18
Date of Charges = 2/14/19
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved = 2/15/19
Sanction Dates =

Pledging Greek
Social
Organizations

Incident Date = 10/5/18
Date of Charges = 1/29/19
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved = 3/18/19
Sanction Dates =
Incident Date = 12/13/18
Date of Charges =
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved = 2/28/19

Hazing, Pledging
Greek Social
Organizations,
Failure to Comply

Hazing

Hazing

Hazing, Pledging
Greek Social
Organizations

Hazing, Pledging
Greek Social
Organizations

General description of incident, charges, findings, or sanctions
5/10/2019, 150 hours of community service, GPA of the fraternity must increase by 0.1, must
participate in 4 educational programs, must participate in 2 University events, monthly meetings
with DOS
Through an investigation of several people, the Dean of Students Office discovered 11 people who
are members the organization, but are not properly rostered with the University; found
responsible; Probation Level 1 until 9/10/2019, 150 hours of community service, must participate
in 2 educational programs (Choices Workshop and one with academic focus), monthly meetings
with DOS
Alumni sent letter to university reporting hazing including forced alcohol consumption and
cigarette burns; University investigation did not yield enough findings to result in charges

A concerned parent emailed Greek Life Coordinator. Parent’s son was pledging TKE, but did not
want parent to say anything. Student reported that it was him and 11 other guys; found
responsible; 50 hours community service, 2 educational workshops by 10/30/2019, Must meet
with assistant dean of students 1 time/semester, Illegal members must complete antihazing
module, Organizational probation level 2 until 2/19/2020
Parents reported that a former new member had her windshield smashed by a member of Phi Iota
Chi after ongoing harassment by other members of the sorority; found responsible; New member
activities must be on-campus, Organizational probation level 1 until 12/19/2019
Received information from Town Police that two students were arrested for theft. Upon
questioning, students said that they were stealing as part of pledging SIO. Student said that they
line up the pledges and give them tasks and his was to steal; found responsible; Illegal members
must complete antihazing module, New member activities limited to 3 weeks, A member from the
fraternity must attend IFC meetings, 200 hours community service, 2 educational workshops by
5/3/2019, 2 University events by 5/3/2019, Suspension in abeyance until 5/19/2020
Representative from sorority HQ overheard brothers talking about the activities they were going
to have their pledges do that night, including hazing. This was after the University suspended all
new member education; University investigation did not yield enough findings to result in charges;
placed on interim suspension on 12/14/2018. Interim suspension lifted on 3/18/2019 following
conclusion of investigation. Received written warning
A former new member reported that he was made to do calisthenics. The former new member
also did not appear on any new member roster; University investigation did not yield enough
findings to result in charges; placed on interim suspension on 12/14/2018. Interim suspension
lifted on 2/28/2019 following conclusion of investigation. Received written warning
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Name of
Organization
ACACIA

Spring 2019
Theta Tau Omega

Theta Tau Omega

Delta Epsilon
Beta

Beta Sigma Delta

Pi Lambda Phi

Important
Dates
Sanction Dates =
Incident Date = 1/17/19
Date of Charges = 3/21/19
Initiated investigation = 1/17/19
Date Resolved = 3/21/19
Sanction Dates = 3/21/19

Alleged
Violation(s)*

General description of incident, charges, findings, or sanctions

Hazing, Pledging
Greek Social
Organizations,
Failure to Comply

It was reported to the Office of the Dean of Students that during the new member education
process in Fall 2018, a new member was hazed using calisthenics, racial slurs, line-ups. The hazing
caused at least one new member to develop an infection which led to hospitalization. The new
member education process continued after the University issued a cease and desist for new
member education. It was also reported that ACACIA had nine new members, but only two on
roster; found responsible; A member from the fraternity must attend IFC meetings, 300 hours
community service, 4 educational workshops, Must meet with DOS 1 time/semester, Suspension
in abeyance until 3/26/2020

Incident Date = 2/11/19
Date of Charges = 4/4/19
Initiated investigation = 2/26/19
Date Resolved = 4/4/19
Sanction Dates = 4/4/19
Incident Date = 2/25/19
Date of Charges = 4/4/19
Initiated investigation = 2/26/19
Date Resolved = 4/4/19
Sanction Dates = 4/4/19
Incident Date = 2/26/19
Date of Charges = 4/10/19
Initiated investigation = 3/1/19
Date Resolved = 4/30/19
Sanction Dates = 4/30/19

Alcohol

Alcohol at bids night; found responsible; Alcohol workshop level 1, 100 hours community service,
1 educational workshop, Must meet with assistant dean of students 1 time/semester,
Organizational probation level 1 until 4/2/2020

Hazing

Incident Date = 2/27/19
Report Date = 3/25/19
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = 3/26/19
Date Resolved = 4/16/19
Sanction Dates = n/a
Incident Date = 3/10/19
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = 3/26/19
Date Resolved = 4/4/19
Sanction Dates = n/a

Hazing

It was reported to the Office of the Dean of Students that new members were made to line up and
answer questions about information they were required to memorize, and that the line ups
“sucked” and would get worse; found responsible; Alcohol workshop level 1, 100 hours
community service, 1 educational workshop, Must meet with assistant dean of students 1
time/semester, Organizational probation level 1 until 4/2/2020
New members were forced to consume alcohol Jell-O shots, locked in room until they completed
the Jell-O shots, provided alcohol to minors, new members were forced to drink an alcoholic
beverage while the sisters sang to them; found responsible; No recruitment in fall 2019 and spring
2020, Future new member periods will be limited to 4 weeks, No social activities as a sorority, 50
hours community service, Alcohol workshop level 1, Hazing workshop, 1 educational workshop,
Suspension in abeyance until 4/1/2020
Pledges were dropped in woods in t-shirt and shorts only in February and were told to walk back
to their fraternity house in under an hour; University investigation did not yield enough findings to
result in charges

Hazing, Alcohol

Hazing

Screaming was heard coming from the fraternity's house and shortly after a large group of guys
came out wearing pins; University investigation did not yield enough findings to result in charges
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Name of
Organization
Delta Phi Epsilon

Delta Pi

Chi Sigma Rho

Delta Epsilon
Beta

Fall 2019
Alpha Tau Omega

ACACIA

Alpha Sigma
Alpha

Important
Dates
Incident Date = 3/19/2019
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = 3/22/19
Date Resolved = 3/28/2019
Sanction Dates =n/a
Incident Date = 3/19/2019
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = 3/26/19
Date Resolved = 4/16/2019
Sanction Dates = n/a
Incident Date = 3/25/2019
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = 4/4/19
Date Resolved = 4/9/2019
Sanction Dates = n/a
Incident Date = 4/13/2019
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved = 4/25/2019
Sanction Dates = n/a

Alleged
Violation(s)*
Hazing

Incident Date = 8/27/2019
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = 8/29/19
Date Resolved = 8/29/2019
Sanction Dates = n/a
Incident Date = 9/7/2019
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = n/a
Date Resolved = 10/8/19
Sanction Dates = n/a
Incident Date = 9/9/19
Date of Charges = 10/22/19
Initiated investigation = 9/16/19
Date Resolved = 11/7/19
Sanction Dates = 11/7/19

General description of incident, charges, findings, or sanctions
Line-ups, screaming, making them feel stupid and worthless; University investigation did not yield
enough findings to result in charges; placed on interim suspension on 3/20/2019. Interim
suspension lifted on 3/28/2019 following conclusion of investigation

Hazing

Pledges were forced to drink concoctions of vomit, urine, and human feces; University
investigation did not yield enough findings to result in charges

Hazing

Pledges were screamed at in the sorority house and left crying; University investigation did not
yield enough findings to result in charges

Hazing

A former new member was invited to the house for Block Party, and upon arrival was screamed at
to make eggs for the tradition of "kegs and eggs". She was told if she did not, she would be
shunned by everyone in Greek Life; University investigation did not yield enough findings to result
in charges

Harm to Others

A third party reported social media comments alleging an ATO brother made racist/homophobic
remarks. Determined to not be a violation of the Student Code of Conduct.

Harm to Others,
Creating Safety
Hazards,
Disorderly
Conduct
Hazing

Alleged that a member or disaffiliated member pulled out a gun at a rush party and also
potentially physically harmed someone. The case was perused in accordance with the Student
Code of Conduct with individual charges. The organization was deemed to be not involved.
An anonymous submission stated that there are mandatory Monday and Thursday parties, the
lowest pledge class is forced to clean, class is not considered an excuse. ASA is found responsible
after an investigation, ASA is placed on probation and is mandated educational sanctions.
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Name of
Organization
Kappa Sigma

Important
Dates
Incident Date = 9/13/19
Date of Charges = 12/2/19
Initiated investigation = 9/23/19
Date Resolved = active
Sanction Dates =

Alpha Sigma Tau

Incident Date = 4/19
Date Reported = 9/13/19
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = n/a
Date Resolved = 9/13/19
Sanction Dates = n/a
Incident Date = 9/15/19
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = 9/17/19
Date Resolved = 10/10/19
Sanction Dates = n/a
Incident Date = unknown
Date Reported = 9/18/19
Date of Charges = no charges
Initiated investigation = 9/18/19
Date Resolved = 9/19/2019
Sanction Dates = n/a
Incident Date = unknown
Date Reported = 9/19/19
Date of Charges = no charges
Initiated investigation = 9/19/19
Date Resolved = 9/19/19
Sanction Dates = n/a
Incident Date = unknown
Date Reported = 9/19/19
Date of Charges = no charges
Initiated investigation = 9/19/19
Date Resolved = 9/19/19
Sanction Dates = n/a

Alpha Tau Omega

Alpha Tau Omega

Phi Iota Chi

Unknown
Fraternities

Alleged
Violation(s)*
Alcohol,
Disorderly
Conduct, Creating
Safety Hazards,
Failure to Comply,
Harm to Others,
Pledging Greek
Social
Organizations
Hazing

General description of incident, charges, findings, or sanctions
A serious incident involving a student is reported, Kappa Sigma is placed on interim suspension by
Bloomsburg University on 9/26/19 and by their national headquarters on 9/27/19. The incident
prompts the University to appoint a Special Investigation Team; the team investigates, and
submits a final report to the University. A formal hearing is held final outcome still pending.

A parent of an AST pledge or member reported that they observed an old group chat text on their
student’s phone that detailed an activity known as “Hell Night”, in which pledges were
blindfolded, had makeup put on them, and were laughed and screamed at. Due to the significant
lapse in the incident event and report date, the case was closed.

Harm to others

A student reported to their Community Assistant that they were "jumped" by four members of
ATO. The student did not disclose their names and refused to speak with police. After an
investigation it was determined that ATO was not involved.

Pledging Greek
Social
Organizations

During an unrelated meeting, a student reported that they had gone to an ATO rush party. The
student is a first semester student and is not eligible to rush. After an investigation, ATO was
verbally warned and put on notice to monitor attendees at events.

Hazing, Sexual
Misconduct

A rumor is reported alleging that Phi Iota Chi is only recruiting blondes and that they are required
to have intercourse with fraternity brothers. During an investigation, the reporting party states
that they have no first-hand knowledge and were only spreading a rumor that they heard.

Hazing

A rumor is reported that unknown fraternities are “waterboarding” potential new members and
forcing them to consume alcohol, dropping them off in the woods and telling them to find their
way back. During an investigation, the reporting party states that they have no first-hand
knowledge and were only spreading a rumor that they heard.
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Name of
Organization
ACACIA

Alpha Tau Omega

Alpha Tau Omega

Phi Iota Chi

Kappa Sigma

Alpha Sigma Tau

Pi Lambda Phi

Unknown
Organizations

Important
Dates
Incident Date = 9/20/19
Date Reported = 9/21/19
Date of Charges = 10/8/19
Initiated investigation = 9/24/19
Date Resolved = 10/17/19
Sanction Dates = 10/17/19
Incident Date = 9/24/19
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved = 10/1/19
Sanction Dates = n/a
Incident Date = 9/27/19
Date of Charges =
Initiated investigation =
Date Resolved = 12/4/19
Sanction Dates = 12/4/19
Incident Date = 9/27/19
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = 10/3/19
Date Resolved = 10/9/19
Sanction Dates = n/a
Incident Date = 9/13/19
Date of Charges = 12/2/19
Initiated investigation = 9/23/19
Date Resolved = 12/4/19
Sanction Dates = 12/4/19
Incident Date = September 2019
Date of Charges = 12/2/19
Initiated investigation = 9/23/19
Date Resolved = active
Sanction Dates =
Incident Date = 9/30/19
Date of Charges = 10/14/19
Initiated investigation = 10/3/19
Date Resolved = 10/24/19
Sanction Dates = 10/24/19
Incident Date = 9/30/19
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = n/a

Alleged
Violation(s)*
Hazing, Pledging
Greek Social
Organizations

Harm to others

General description of incident, charges, findings, or sanctions
Received report that Acacia is taking "underground" pledges and dropped 8 pledges off 2 hours
away in their underwear. Additionally, received information from a residence life student staff
member that two first semester students told the staff member they were rushing Acacia.
Conducted investigation, found responsible and suspended for two years, effective immediately.
ACACIA disaffiliated with Bloomsburg University the day prior to their formal hearing. Suspension
will take effect immediately if the group returns. Initially placed on interim suspension 9/25/19.
Received photos from Snapchat showing ATO members pouring beer on a snake and allegations
that there are also videos of them giving beer to a rabbit. Rec'd via Facebook alert sent to Jamie
North; investigated, found not responsible

Sales and
solicitation
violation

It was reported over the course of several days that small business-card style cards advertising for
students to rush ATO were slipped under the doors in Montour, Schuylkill, Elwell and Luzerne.
Prior to issuance of sanctions, another report was received and investigation began.

Hazing

Received a report that the sisters of Phi Iota Chi locked their pledges in a bedroom of their house
overnight with no access to a bathroom while they had a party. Pledges were visibly upset and in
distress; Investigation did not yield information to substantiate allegations, no charges.

Pledging Greek
Social
Organizations

Received information stating that Kappa Sigma is actively recruiting first semester students, put
fliers under the doors of all males in Montour and sent follow up texts with event information.
Addressed in current/active investigation; status pending.

Alcohol

Received information that AST gave alcohol to underage students at a rush-related event at their
house. The University appoints a Special Investigation Team; the team investigates, and submits a
final report to the University. Final outcome still pending.

Hazing

Hazing

Interim suspended by the University on 9/26/19 and by National headquarters on 10/3/19.
A student reported that his roommate was pledging and was made to stay at the fraternity house
until 2AM and was not allowed proper time to study. An investigation was conducted and the
group was found responsible, placed on probation, and received educational sanctions.
The parent of an unknown student who rushed last semester emailed to say that their student
was made to sleep at the organization's house during rush and not permitted to go back to their
residence. Did not give name of student or organization, no information to act upon.
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Name of
Organization
Zeta Psi

Unknown
organization

Kappa Sigma

Zeta Psi

ACACIA

Kappa Sigma

Zeta Psi

Important
Dates
Date Resolved = 10/2/19
Sanction Dates = n/a
Incident Date = 10/1/19
Date Reported = 10/16/19
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = 10/7/19
Date Resolved = 10/24/19
Sanction Dates = n/a
Incident Date = 10/2/19
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = 10/23/19
Date Resolved = 10/23/19
Sanction Dates = n/a
Incident Date = 10/6/19
Date of Charges = active
Initiated investigation = active
Date Resolved = active
Sanction Dates =
Incident Date = 10/6/19
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = 10/7/19
Date Resolved = 10/24/19
Sanction Dates = n/a
Incident Date = 10/6/19
Date of Charges = 10/8/19
Initiated investigation = 9/24/19
Date Resolved = 10/17/19
Sanction Dates = 10/17/19
Incident Date = 10/9/19
Date of Charges =
Initiated investigation =
organization already under
investigation
Date Resolved = active
Sanction Dates =
Incident Date = 10/9/19
Date of Charges = n/a

Alleged
Violation(s)*

General description of incident, charges, findings, or sanctions

Hazing

Received report that Zeta Psi has freshman new members and they were made to drink a mix of
beer, garlic and onions. They then vomited on each other, were made to roll in the vomit, and
were told they would be beat up if they told anyone about this. Organization already on interim
suspension at the time of this report, investigation did not yield information to substantiate
allegations. Office of the Dean of Students contacted National headquarters to share information.

Hazing

Received report that someone overheard new members complaining about not being allowed to
go home after rush activities and having to do chores. The reporting parting did not know what
group they were joining but said their letters were purple and green. Identity of group
unconfirmed, addressed a group that fit description to issue warning.

Hazing

Caller left a message on the hazing hotline stating that he is concerned that freshman are being
hazed and that they are returning to their rooms at 5:30AM. Considered within prior reports.

Hazing

A message is left on the hazing hotline stating that he is concerned that freshman are being hazed
and that they are returning to their rooms at 5:30AM. Interim suspended on 10/9/19.
Investigation did not yield information to substantiate allegations. Office of the Dean of Students
contacted National headquarters to share information.

Hazing

A message is left on the hazing left a message on the hazing hotline stating that he is concerned
that freshman are being hazed and that they are returning to their rooms at 5:30AM. Investigation
already underway, found responsible and suspended for two years, effective immediately. ACACIA
disaffiliated with Bloomsburg University the day prior to their formal hearing. Suspension will take
effect immediately if the group returns. Interim suspended on 9/25/19.
Received a report from a student regarding hazing allegations against Kappa Sigma. The student
said he had a couple of friends joining these groups and that there is hazing and illegal pledging
going on. He said his friends are not getting sleep and coming in at 5 in the morning. No time to
study or get work done. He was told that they expressed they needed to study and they were told
that they could not study. He said they are not doing good and are not happy. He also was told
that they had to do something with vomit (he did not have any more detail about that). He also
mentioned that they had to do push-ups. He said this has been going on for about 3 weeks. He
would not give his name and wanted to remain anonymous. Interim suspended from University
on 09/26/19. On suspension from Nationals effective 9/27/19.
A student reported that he had friends joining this organization and they are not allowed to get
enough sleep, they are at the house until early morning hours and do not have time to study. He

Hazing, Pledging
Greek Social
Organizations

Hazing
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Name of
Organization

Zeta Psi

Unknown
Sorority

Unknown
Fraternity

Unknown
Fraternity

Alpha Tau Omega

Phi Iota Chi

Sigma Sigma
Sigma

Important
Dates
Initiated investigation = 10/7/19
Date Resolved = 10/24/19
Sanction Dates = n/a
Incident Date = 10/10/19
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = 10/7/19
Date Resolved = 10/24/19
Sanction Dates = n/a
Incident Date = 10/11/19
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = n/a
Date Resolved = 10/18/19
Sanction Dates = n/a

Alleged
Violation(s)*

Hazing

Hazing

Incident Date = 10/12/19
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = n/a
Date Resolved = 10/12/19
Sanction Dates = n/a
Incident Date = 10/13/19
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = n/a
Date Resolved = 10/13/19
Sanction Dates = n/a
Incident Date = 10/15/19
Date of Charges = 11/25/19
Initiated investigation = 10/24/19
Date Resolved = active
Sanction Dates =
Incident Date = 10/25/19
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = n/a
Date Resolved = 12/16/19
Sanction Dates =n/a

Hazing

Incident Date = 10/25/19
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = n/a

General description of incident, charges, findings, or sanctions
also stated they did an unspecified activity involving vomit and have to do push-ups. Interim
suspended on 10/9/19, investigation did not yield information to substantiate allegations. Office
of the Dean of Students contacted National headquarters to share information.
Received report that screaming was heard from the chapter house and people were seen walking
in with hoods on their heads, followed by brothers. Reporting party said one of the new members
is a freshman, no name given. interim suspended on 10/9/19, investigation did not yield
information to substantiate allegations. Office of the Dean of Students contacted National
headquarters to share information.
The Office of the Dean of Students received a call from a doctor in New Jersey who had treated a
female BU student. The student disclosed that she was being hazed by her sorority, including sleep
deprivation and emotional abuse. The doctor was so concerned that she called the Dean’s office.
We do not have the student name or sorority. Dean of Students encouraged the doctor to have
the student or parent call him or utilize anonymous reporting tools; not enough information to act
upon. Acting Vice President for Student Affairs also contacted doctor, no further information
obtained.
Received report that someone saw college students walking from a fraternity house that was
playing loud music, and they looked tired and worn down. No organization or location given, only
that the fraternity has a ‘K’. Not enough information provided for additional follow up.

Hazing

Received report that someone saw college “kids” leave a fraternity house in the early morning
hours looking distraught. No organization or location given, only that the fraternity has a ‘K’. Not
enough information to take action.

Hazing, Alcohol

Received a call from someone reporting that they received information that a first semester
student was in the new member process for ATO and was forced to drink alcohol at a party and
then harassed for dropping out of the new member process. Investigation conducted/completed;
formal hearing conducted and final outcome is still pending.

Alcohol

Received report that this organization had alcohol at a rush event earlier in the semester. Nothing
more was shared. Issued written warning to group president.

Alcohol

Received report that this organization had alcohol at a rush event earlier int he semester. Nothing
more was shared. Issued written warning to group president.

10
Name of
Organization

Important
Alleged
Dates
Violation(s)*
Date Resolved = 12/16/19
Sanction Dates = n/a
Theta Tau Omega Incident Date = 10/25/19
Alcohol
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = n/a
Date Resolved = 12/16/19
Sanction Dates = n/a
Alpha Sigma Phi
Incident Date = 10/26/19
Alcohol, Pledging
Date of Charges = active
Greek Social
Initiated investigation = 10/29/19 Organizations
Date Resolved = active
Sanction Dates =
Unknown
Incident Date = 11/5/19
Hazing
Sorority
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = n/a
Date Resolved = 11/5/19
Sanction Dates = n/a
Mu Sigma
Incident Date = 11/5/19
Hazing
Upsilon
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = 11/6/19
Date Resolved = 11/6/19
Sanction Dates = n/a
Mu Sigma
Incident Date = 11/6/19
Hazing
Upsilon, Delta
Date of Charges = n/a
Sigma Theta, Phi
Initiated investigation = 11/7/19
Beta Sigma,
Date Resolved = 11/12/19
Kappa Alpha Psi
Sanction Dates = n/a
Phi Sigma Sigma
Incident Date = 11/11/19
n/a
Date of Charges = n/a
Initiated investigation = n/a
Date Resolved = 11/21/19
Sanction Dates = n/a
*Alleged violations are based on the Student Code of Conduct

General description of incident, charges, findings, or sanctions

Received report that this organization had alcohol at a rush event earlier int he semester. Nothing
more was shared. Issued written warning to group president.

Received residence life report of an intoxicated first semester student. The report alleges the
student was at an Alpha Sigma Phi event. Currently under investigation.

Received report that upstairs neighbors could hear stomping and screaming late at night, and
heard some “Greeks” talking about how pledges would be “earning the yard” soon. No
organization or location information given. Not enough information to conduct additional follow
up.
Received report that potential new members were not sleeping at home and would come in late
and leave early in the morning. No location given. After an investigation there was no information
to substantiate allegations. Organization was advised to adhere to all new member rules and
advisor was notified.
Received report that Mu Sigma Upsilon new members would be “earning the yard” from other
organizations and would be “pledged intensely”. Met with presidents of other named
organizations and initiated investigation for Mu Sigma Upsilon. Investigation did not yield
information to substantiate allegations.
Received information from National Headquarters via online hazing reporting form regarding an
interpersonal issue between two members. Determined not be related to any hazing activities.
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